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This paper describes a conceptual framework for developing self-regulated learning 
through facilitated dialogue and reflection on learner activity in online learning 
environments. In particular, the framework focuses on the motivational and contextual 
aspects of self-regulated learning and how the field of learning analytics can support 
student metacognitive knowledge in these two areas and distribute instructional support. 
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Introduction  
 
A contemporary challenge of online learning is to create an environment in which a potentially highly 
diverse cohort of learners can be stimulated to interact with each other and engage in a meaningful 
learning process in a self-regulated way. This challenge is underlined by two observations: firstly, that 
growing class size has created a "teacher bandwidth problem" (Wiley & Edwards, 2002) and 
secondly, that the focus on learner autonomy and self-regulation in online learning may be leaving 
some learners behind (Beetham & Sharpe, 2013; Fruhmann, Nussbaumer & Albert, 2010). Both 
researchers and practitioners acknowledge the necessity to extend instructional support and scaffold 
the learning process in order to face these challenges.  
 
The primary question with which this paper is concerned is: How can students who do not currently 
possess the necessary skills in self-regulated learning utilise the structures and opportunities of online 
learning to develop those skills? The field of learning analytics presents new opportunities for 
"understanding and optimizing learning", through collecting, analysing and reporting upon valuable 
data about learner activity in online learning environments (SoLAR, 2015). This paper proposes a 
conceptual framework for online education (referred to as "Uplift") that aims to deal with certain 
challenges of self-regulated learning by investigating the affordances of learning analytics for building 
skills in self-regulation.  
 
Affordances of Learning Analytics for Self-regulated Learning  
 
Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) is broadly described as the ability to understand one's own learning 
processes and manipulate them (Schunk & Zimmerman, 2012). Common components of SRL models 
include four main areas of regulation (cognition, behaviour, motivation and context) across four 
broadly cyclic phases of learning (planning, execution, monitoring and evaluation) (Winne et al, 2000). 
For each area and each phase, there are strategies that learners can deploy to understand and 
control how they learn. Many tools for self-regulated learning are already available to help learners 
plan, set goals, map their activities and track their progress (Nussbaumer, Dahn, Kroop, 
Mikroyannidis & Albert, 2013). However, while these tools make it possible to practice self-regulated 
learning, they do not always help learners to acquire self-regulated learning skills (Beetham & Sharpe, 
2013). Learning Analytics can support this process by providing valuable data to students and 
teachers that enhance metacognitive gains in certain areas.  
 
Context in Learning  
 
Contextual factors such as educational background, race, class and gender, for example, have been 
shown to affect the physical classroom experience. Perceived lack of representation can adversely 
affect motivation (Egalite, Kisida & Winters, 2013) and general participation (White, 2011), while 
hegemonic classroom dynamics can even entirely exclude learners from non-normative backgrounds 
(McLaren, 2003). In online learning, learning analytics can help uncover the impact of these factors 
and others, creating a picture of the learner in context and connecting learner profiles with learner 
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activity and outcomes. This information can then be utilised by learners to help gain metacognitive 
knowledge about their own learning experience.  
 
 
Interaction and Motivation in Learning 
 
Interaction is one of the means by which instructors attempt to keep learners engaged and motivated 
(Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012). However, the quality of interactions and the types of cognitive and 
emotional responses they elicit is what dictates the extent to which learning is positively impacted 
(Picciano, 2002). A quality interaction is one that improves self-knowledge about (meta) cognitive, 
behavioural, motivational and contextual experiences in learning (Hadwin & Oshige, 2011; Schunk, 
1989). Learning analytics can help to identify and understand the nature of quality interactions, which 
has the potential not only for developing self-regulated learning skills, but also for influencing 
instructional design.  
 
Facilitation of Learning 
 
Research indicates that instructors play a vital role in facilitating meaningful learning online and in the 
development of self-regulated learning (Boyer, Maher & Kirkman, 2006). Instructors model strategies, 
moderate dialogue and track the engagement of students, all of which becomes more difficult as class 
sizes increase. Learning analytics can already support instructors through collecting baseline activity, 
identifying at-risk learners and (in some cases) recommending solutions (Arnold & Pistilli, 2012; 
SoLAR, 2015). Involving students in the process of interpreting learning analytics may provide an 
avenue for activating motivation and distributing instructional support (Sclater, 2015), as well as 
sharing the process of self-regulation among students and instructors (Hadwin & Oshige, 2011).  
 
The "Uplift" Framework 
 
"Uplift" is a conceptual framework that describes the affordances of learning analytics to support the 
development of self-regulated learning skills. Figure 1 illustrates a simple model of self-regulated 
learning based on Zimmerman (1990), overlaid with types of learning analytics that could be 
beneficial at each phase. The cycle of self-regulated learning begins at forethought and planning, 
where "Contextual Learning Analytics" (learner background, previous experiences, demographic data, 
etc.) can identify certain features that appear to influence learning, so that these can be 
acknowledged appropriately. The monitoring and control phase of the self-regulated learning cycle 
can be supported through "Performance and Behavioural Learning Analytics", to help the learner 
understand the connection between certain strategies and their learning outcomes. In the final phase 
of evaluation and reflection, learning analytics that support reflection, such as prediction-based 
analytics, trends and norms, can help learners to identify areas in which they need further support. 
This knowledge can be brought into the next cycle of self-regulation and also inform the next iteration 
of collecting, analysing and reporting on learner activities, raising the utility of learning analytics for 
self-regulated learning over time.  

 
Figure 1 - Learning Analytics Across Phases of Self-Regulation 
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Technological Structure 
 
The underlying system of Uplift will be an online learning platform collecting rich profile data on users 
("contextual analytics"), married with complex capabilities in analysis of learner activities 
("performance analytics", see fig 1). Learner activities will be collected through trace analysis, similarly 
to the software nStudy, developed at Simon Fraser University (Winne, 2015), as well as manually 
collected self-assessment of individual and group motivation through emotional proxies and latent 
variable modelling. On top of these capabilities, a variety of Web 2.0 features will be available to 
learners to engage with content and with each other, including rating systems, dialogue pages and 
comments. Finally, some simple, open source tools such as the Python Natural Language Toolkit and 
the R Text Mining Module will be adapted for use in basic sentiment analysis.  
 
This information will be used to track tendencies in participation, interpersonal relationships, 
knowledge and cognitive ability, motivation and environment, which can be expressed in the form of 
classroom learning analytics and used as relevant data for self-regulated learning.  
 
Pedagogical Structure  
 
The pedagogical companion to the system is its most unique aspect, in terms of the state-of-the-art. It 
involves delivering the data generated by the Uplift system back into the hands of students as a part 
of the regular classroom structure and learning goals. The data will be examined with students 
through facilitated dialogue based upon reflection protocols adapted from critical pedagogy (McLaren, 
2003) and transformative learning (Mezirow, 1990), two educational traditions that place considerable 
emphasis on empowering students. The aim of the reflection is to illuminate the relationships between 
students and each other, students and instructors, and students and content, which impact the 
construction of knowledge and accessibility of education.  
 
Though they are not fool-proof, analytics can provide some general cues for beginning discussions 
about the contextualized learning experience, which can help target interventions and improve 
retention strategies.  
 
Opportunities and limitations 
 
Opportunities 
 
The structure of Uplift is intended to provide enough granularity and qualitative insight to consider 
self-regulated learning as both and event and an aptitude, which helps to forward the state-of-the-art 
(Winne & Perry, 2000) and combine approaches toward learning analytics from both educational data 
mining (EDM) and learning analytics & knowledge (LAK) perspectives (Siemens & Baker, 2012). 
Moreover, the collaborative inquiry aspect of the pedagogical component supports "socially shared 
regulated learning" (Hadwin & Oshige, 2011), which encourages learners to discuss learning 
experiences, model successful strategies and develop good practices for self-regulation over time. 
The dynamic nature of the information that Uplift collects, makes it a continuous source of new 
knowledge about oneself and others, improving social presence and motivation for participation for all 
learners, even if they are already skilled (Hadwin & Oshige, 2011). Uplift provides both teachers and 
students with many more data points to consider not only the efficacy of certain strategies, but also 
the possible reasons behind successes or failures in learning, addressing the "teacher bandwidth 
problem" (Wiley & Edwards, 2002), as well as some of the contextual features of education (race, 
class and gender) that may advantage some students over others. The overall effect of such an 
approach, richly reflecting with learners on dynamic aspects of their learning experience and 
highlighting the gaps in their knowledge, is expected to improve self-awareness and self-regulated 
learning more sustainably.  
 
Limitations 
 
Though the framework provides many opportunities for triggering learner curiosity and motivation to 
participate, the amount of data could also be over-stimulating for learners (Arnold & Pistilli, 2012) or 
take attention away from actual domain related content of a learning experience. However, the 
intention is that, over time, it would be possible to collect data on the types of analytics or facilitated 
dialogues that produce the most sustained, quality interactions, so that learners are not distracted by 
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superficial data. Another significant limitation is that Uplift relies heavily on the strong critical thinking 
and facilitation skills on part of the instructor to make sense of the vast data that will be possible to 
collect and analyse. One mechanism that can minimize the effects of this limitation is the distribution 
of analysis across the whole classroom. As students and instructors are equally encouraged to review 
and comment on data, it will be possible to uncover more insights (and more diverse insights) from 
the data.  

Conclusion 

Online education has made it possible for growing numbers of students from all over the world to 
participate in learning together. As the diversity and size of the classroom increases, it is necessary to 
ensure that the quality and accessibility of education are maintained. Uplift, as a framework, aims to 
leverage the unique qualities of online education, namely that it is possible to track the activities of 
learners in finer detail and make them transparent, to address those challenges and make learning 
analytics work more directly on behalf of students. Connecting learning analytics with the cycle of self-
regulation can help instructors gain a more intimate picture of the cognitive, emotional and social life 
of their students. Likewise, delivering learning analytics into the hands of learners in meaningful ways 
can provoke curiosity, internal motivation and participation by giving learners a sense for the dynamic 
nature of their own learning process. Moreover, sharing the responsibility for drawing insights from 
these analytics distributes instructional support, builds rapport and presents a learning opportunity for 
both instructors and students (Maor, 2008). With more deep, social, contextualized information about 
all four areas of self-regulated learning in online environments available to students and instructors, 
the development, not only the practice, of SRL is achievable.  
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